Alpine Committee Meeting
Sunday 28 July 2019 11:00 am
Sportpark, Loughborough

Present
Lloyd Jenkins (LJ)
Bryan Thomas (BT)
Andrew Hjort (AH)
Mike Frith (MF)
David Chapman (DC)

David Manns (DM)
Julian Sambles (JS)
Mary Calvert (MC)
Claire Pennell (CP)

1) Apologies
David Eaves (DE)
Simon Bannister (SB)
Paul Telling (PT)

Karen Conde (KC)
Gareth Case (GC)
James Knock (JK)

2) Declaration of Interests and Safeguarding
The committee were all asked to renew their registration of declaration of interests. All present did this.
MC will ask those committee members who were not present to complete the form.
Action: MC to ask DE, SB, PT, KC, GC to renew their
registration of declaration of interest
3) Minutes from previous meeting - previously agreed and published 1 March 2019.
4) Committee membership
i.

BT welcomed the new Alpine Squad Manager Julian Sambles. JS was appointed after the post was
advertised on the Snowsport England website and after being interviewed by LJ and Tim Fawke. He
will be meeting with Ian Findlay, James Knock, Gareth Case and Tim Fawke as soon as possible so
that plans for the squad can be taken forward.

ii.

Nigel Vincent has stepped down from the Alpine Committee and his role as lead for artificial surfaces
(including calendar structure and planning). There was a unanimous vote of thanks to Nigel for all his
hard work. It was recorded that the 2019 season has gone very well. His role needs to be reallocated
and it is hoped that he will be available to undertake a handover to the new postholder.
Action: MC to contact Nigel Vincent to thank him for all his hard work and to ask if he will be
available for a handover of calendar planning role
Two committee members (AH and PT) had shown an interest in taking on the role. After
consideration, AH’s offer was accepted and his appointment was agreed by all present. The "calendar
group" going forwards is AH, DC, LJ, MF and BT. LJ will speak with AH shortly to discuss planning all
national events as this is the starting point for the 2020 artificial calendar.
Action: LJ to speak with AH during first week of August about GBR planning for 2020
AH emphasised that sponsorship for the GBR and Championship events needs to be sorted out much
earlier than in the past and that the Alpine Committee needs to be kept informed of progress.
Concerns were expressed about the lack of clarity of the current sponsorship as well as the lack of a
signed contract.
Action: CP to discuss GBR sponsorship with Tim Fawke
CP to circulate a copy of the 2019 contract (which is unsigned) to the committee

5) Action points not on agenda elsewhere
i.
ii.

Job description for Alpine Race Secretary (Andrea Grant) - This is still outstanding.
Production of banners for indoor snow races (SSE Office) - These have been produced and are at the
SSE office.
iii. Discussion with Ryan Grewcock/Mike Barker to enable SB to link with UKCP organisers (CP) - CP
has done an email introduction for SB.
6) Finance
st

i.

BT presented the 1 quarter accounts. These are overall on budget with Bormio having another
successful year and UK calendar events showing the loss expected as the events for 2019 yet to
start. 2020 budgeting will commence at the end of the third quarter and will involve DE. A half year
statement will be issued as soon as it is available.

ii.

The minutes of the meeting held on 30 September 2018 wrongly reported that “the entry fee per racer
held back by SSE for Club National events will increase from £4 to £5”. The amount already was £5
and actually rose to £6. This will be kept under review but no further increase is currently planned.

iii. There had been some confusion at the beginning of the season regarding the need for unregistered
racers to complete an athlete’s declaration at every race (as well as paying an extra £5 fee for third
party insurance cover). Different TDs were taking different stances. DM has already taken this back to
the TD forum for discussion.
Theoretically, the declaration only needs to be completed once, however it is not clear where it will be
stored.
Action: CP to discuss with Tim Fawke where the athletes’ declaration forms will be held
DM to update Race Manual when decision on storage of athletes’ declarations has been made
7) TD Update
i.

ii.

Appendix 1 gives an update by DM from the TD forum held in May. From this, DM highlighted two
points:


If racers renew their SSE (or HNGB) membership late, they will not be allocated seed points
on the start list. This applies to all races.



It is proposed that racers without seed points will be separated depending on whether they
are registered or unregistered. Registered racers will then appear on the start list ahead of
those who are unregistered. This will be discussed at the TD forum in November.

With the increased cost of TDs attending events, the need for TDs at SSE team competitions (Inter
regional and All England events) was raised. This had been discussed by the whole committee
through email in March. There was complete agreement that TDs are required so as to ensure all
aspects are covered and reported correctly.

8) Perpetual Trophies
There are 80 perpetual trophies covering the GBR Series, All England Championships, Anglo-Welsh and
British Championships as well as the Inter-regional, Club Team and CN Series competitions. Of these, all
but 4 have been located. Andrea Grant is coordinating trophy return and is following up on the missing 4.
Action: MC to liaise with Andrea Grant to ensure a complete list of 2019
trophy winners including their contact details is held by SSE
9) Officials Update
Appendix 2 is AH’s Alpine Officials report to the meeting. He raised the following points in particular:
i.

Race organisers must include named key officials with their bid for a race. If these officials
subsequently become unavailable, they must be replaced by correctly accredited officials – even if
this means the organisers incur extra cost to bring officials in from elsewhere.

ii.

AH will continue to edit the level 3 course. Having consulted and involved all TDs likely to be part of delivering the
course, it should be insisted that they use the new, edited course.

iii.

The course can be divided into two one day courses both of which need to be completed for progression.

iv.

Regarding integration with Snowsport Scotland, the focus will initially be on Alpine.

v.

SSE to provide support to integrate the registration as an Official with the Officials’ Log and, ideally, the L1 on-line
course.
Action: AH to continue to liaise with Ryan Grewcock and CP regarding integration
of the registration as an Official with the Officials’ Log

10) Volunteer recognition
Steve Lambert (ERSA) contacted the office to suggest all volunteers at SSE events be given some form of
recognition (such as a baseball cap) as a thank you. This has previously been discussed in the committee
but not been followed through. Everyone was in agreement that it should go ahead but felt that a polo shirt
or hoodie may be more welcome. Funding will need to be identified for this. CP will discuss this with Tim
Fawke. AH will be able to advise on numbers needed and a suggested range of sizes. CP will reply to
Steve Lambert.
BT noted that such recognition is long overdue and that the agreed action must be acted upon.
Action: CP to discuss funding of volunteers recognition with Tim Fawke
CP to reply to Steve Lambert regarding volunteer recognition
11) Update on race entries 2019
LJ gave an update on the race season so far (Appendix 3). To date entries are on par with 2018 in spite of
one or two races being very low on numbers. The full year will meet the budget and may exceed it.
12) Calendar Update
i.

Tim Fawke had passed on points which had been raised by Simon Levene regarding communication
with race secretaries and the number of officials required to run a race. The latter has been dealt with
in AH’s Officials report.
It was pointed out that most race secretaries have done the race secretaries course and so should
have a basic knowledge of the role. It was agreed that, at the beginning of each season, an update
should be sent to all race secretaries highlighting any changes which had occurred. (This would be
sent to the list of secretaries held on the race officials’ log.) DM agreed to lead on this.
Action: DM to arrange for an update to be sent to all race
secretaries at the beginning of the race season

ii.

Consideration of how to oversee/manage GBR events was discussed as well as whether a specific
person should be identified to take on the role. It was pointed out that one person could not be
expected to attend all 10 events. The calendar group of AH and DC (supported by LJ) will cover this
role. The letter inviting slopes to make bids for the GBR races contains full details of what is needed.

iii. Possible use of online GB Snowsport calendar. DM presented a short paper on the GBSnowsport
online calendar (Appendix 4). If this were to be used for the summer races it would need to be
expanded. AH/LJ will look at this over the next year. Its possible use for the future can then be
reviewed.
Action: AH/LJ to review possible use of online GB Snowsport
online calendar for the future
13) First Aid cover at races
There had been a query from a race organiser at the beginning of the summer season regarding the level
of first aid cover required at events. Tim Fawke followed this up with the SSE insurance company and
received the following guidelines:


There is nothing from an insurance perspective that means paramedics must be in place.



If a medical practitioner is employed directly, they must have their own malpractice insurance as this
is not covered under Snowsport England insurance.



The Snowsport England policy provides what the insurance company calls “Good Samaritan cover”.
Basically, if someone is injured at an SSE event and is assisted by a volunteer (qualified or not), the
provision of emergency first aid by this person is covered as they have acted as a Good Samaritan.



It should be made clear in the hire agreement/contract with the slope that qualified first aiders will be
provided. (These first aiders must be insured under the slope's insurance.)



Clubs that use their own slope should ensure that the first aid facilities provided meet the points listed
above.

Tim Fawke proposed that SSE stick with using the slope first aid provision and issue guidance to all clubs
using the above points. This was issued to all race organisers in March 2019.
This information will be added to the Race Manual. DM has clarified this to TDs and it will be discussed at
the TD forum in November.
Action: DM to update Race Manual on first aid cover at races
14) Course Setting
i.
ii.

An L1 course setters’ course took place at Chatham on 27 July. The course was very well received
and more are planned to meet the growing interest.
AH is happy to include details of course setters (and coaches) in the officials’ log if the individuals
agree to be included.
Action: SB/AH to take forward incorporation of course setters into officials’ log

15) Alpine Squad Update
James Knock (Alpine Squad Coach) submitted a report (Appendix 5). JS will take this forward with the
Alpine squad sub-committee.
16) Ambassadors’ Programme
Gareth Case provided a report from the Ambassadors (Appendix 6). The problems with the slope at Gloucester have
been noted. If the slope is not brought up to an acceptable standard then no SSE national races will be allocated to
them in 2020. DM will take this forward. (Issues with slope condition are noted on the TD’s report.)

Action: DM to liaise with Gloucester regarding the condition of the slope
17) Medical Refund Fee
Following a review of charges undertaken by Snowsport England a change has been made to the refund
policy for race entry withdrawals due to medical grounds. Previously a £10 fee has been taken as
administration charges on any such refunds. This has been reduced to £5 for both artificial races and
alpine snow races.
Action: DM to update Race Secretary Booklet for 2020
18) Schools Races
Schools races are included in the calendar of events on gbski and can be filtered.
19) AOB
i.
ii.

MF said that an issue had arisen with one of the back-up timers used at Milton Keynes. LJ will check
this when the timer is returned. All other equipment is working well.
MF asked that, for GBR, Inter-regional, all England and British events, the Chief of Race receives a
copy of the slope contract in advance of the race so that it is clear what has been agreed. This is
stipulated in the invitation letter and confirmed by the slope when the bid is made but the COR also
needs to be informed. AH will take this forward for next season.
Action: AH to ensure all CORs for SSE races are aware

20) Date of next meeting

The date of the next meeting is
Sunday 20 October at SportPark.

Actions
2

MC

to ask DE, SB, PT, KC, GC to renew their registration of declaration of interest

4ii

MC

to contact Nigel Vincent to thank him for all his hard work and to ask if he
will be available for a handover of calendar planning role

4ii

LJ

to speak with AH during first week of August about GBR planning for 2020

4ii

CP

to discuss GBR sponsorship with Tim Fawke

4ii

CP

to circulate a copy of the 2019 contract (which is unsigned) to the committee

6iii

CP

to discuss with Tim Fawke where the athletes’ declaration form will be held

6iii

DM

to update Race Manual when decision on storage of athletes’ declarations has
been made

8

MC

to liaise with Andrea Grant to ensure a complete list of 2019 trophy winners
including their contact details is held by SSE

9

AH

to continue to liaise with Ryan Grewcock and CP regarding integration of the registration as
an Official with the Officials’ Log

10

CP

to discuss funding of volunteers recognition with Tim Fawke

10

CP

to reply to Steve Lambert regarding volunteer recognition

12i

DM

to arrange for an update to be sent to all race secretaries at the beginning of the
race season

12iii

AH/LJ

to review possible use of online GB Snowsport online calendar for the future

13

DM

to update Race Manual on first aid cover at races

14

SB/AH

to take forward incorporation of course setters into officials’ log

16

DM

to liaise with Gloucester regarding the condition of the slope

17

DM

to update Race Secretary Booklet for 2020

19ii

AH

to ensure all CORs for SSE races are aware of the slope contract in advance of the
event

Appendix 1

Feedback to SSE Alpine Committee from TD Forum May 2019
David Manns. 18th May 2019

Artificial calendar
Online calendar system
Some discussion about the merits of moving towards using the same online calendar application system as is
used for snow races.
Given the ‘tiered’ nature of how the artificial calendar is constructed with discussion between HNs, and
being mindful of the old adage “if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it”, the Forum would not be exerting any pressure
to move to the online system. However, the door remained open to SSE to discuss how/if the online system
might assist in the process.
Calendar events in conflict with TD Forum meetings
This issue was again discussed at some length. November no longer appears to be an issue, given that BUSC
champs (BUDS) are no longer seeded and thus do not require a TD.
However, May is still an area of conflict. It was understood that this is a popular date for staging races
(outside exam period for example), and that it only prevented one TD from attending the meeting, but there
was still some feeling that it was not the best position to be in. No actions yet, although the topic may come
up again at the November meeting.
It was also accepted that this was a small factor in the low attendance at recent May meetings, an issue
which needs to be addressed separately by the Forum.

Homologation
There is some concern about the apparent current trend of (snow) slope homologations where they are
increasingly worded only from the aspect of the highest level events, and can thus include significant levels
of security (e.g. protection for TV towers) that are not applicable to lower level (e.g. normal FIS) events or
indeed BASS races.
Given that competitions have to conform to homologation requirements, this could result in World Cup
requirements effectively pricing some slopes out of the market when it comes to running lower level events.
This could for example see speed races start to disappear from our calendar. The Downhill at the RAF
Champs had to be cancelled for precisely this reason; the resort would not allow the race to go ahead
without conforming to all the requirements of the current FIS homologation, which required over 16km of
netting to be installed!
Our representatives at FIS will be discussing this topic at the FIS meetings next month to try and head off this
trend before it becomes an issue, so this is currently purely for information.

Rule Changes
Three rule changes in the area of seeding and calculations were agreed, and one was discussed and will
come back in November.
Category Adder
The Category Adder for indoor BASS races reduced from 40 to 20 and will apply immediately (i.e. apply to
Landgraaf races later this month).

Capping Race Point in penalty calculation
This is a somewhat esoteric change that will only apply to races where so few registered competitors finish
that someone with a very high Race Point can figure in the penalty calculation. This rule change will apply the
same ‘max points’ to the race point as is already applied to the list point, and is unlikely to affect any of our
races.
Seed points for competitors who renew late
The issue of competitors leaving the renewal of their HN registration until the last minute has long been a
problem for race organisers and those who administer the various online systems serving the racing
community. If they renew after the current seed list has been published, manual intervention is required to
retrieve their seed points and apply them in all the right places.
The rule change that has been agreed will address this by applying the same rule as has been in place in FIS
ICR for years: you can’t have your seed points if you are not on the seed list. You will instead go in the group
of racers with no points, at the end of the field.
A new BASS list is published every four weeks through the Winter, similarly the BARTS lists are published at
regular intervals throughout the season, so all we are really asking is that people get their act together and
renew their registration a few weeks before the competition they intend to enter, instead of leaving it until
later and expecting other people to do the running around for them.
This will of course require some publicity to ensure that everyone knows what is going on. The BCR/BACR
Precisions that include this rule have been published today so the message can already start to go out, and
we (along with the other HNs) should look to include information in renewal reminders that start to go out in
the Autumn.
Separate draw for registered and unregistered competitors
This relates to races where unregistered competitors are allowed to take part (such as our Club National
races), and proposes that those competitors with no points are drawn as two separate groups. The first
group will be those who are registered, followed by those who are not.
The proposal included this explanation: Registered racers have made the effort to register and in doing so
have demonstrated a degree of commitment to the sport. Day Reg racers tend to be local to the race
venue/club and have not yet demonstrated the commitment. Whilst there would be little impact on plastic,
there can be an impact on indoor snow and registered racers should have the advantage of the marginally
better running surface. The proposed rule change would however also demonstrate that the sport recognises
those who register.
This sounds like a reasonable approach, and is likely to draw some support when it comes up for discussion
in November. We need to decide whether or not we support this change.

Medical Plans
There are varying descriptions of the requirements for medical cover in some of the rule books, and in the
information provided to assist in completing the Event Medical Assessment Forms. The Forum has taken an
action (Ian Roberts, David Manns, Andrea Grant) to review the documentation and bring proposals to the
November meeting.

TD Qualification
Lloyd Jenkins, having completed the practical examination in January as the final stage in his qualification, is
now a fully qualified GBR TD.
James Heaton, having completed practical assessments and passed his written examination, is also now a
fully qualified GBR TD.

Marc Telling and Taryn Archbold have expressed a desire to become TDs, and may be accepted as Aspirants
at the November meeting subject to their CVs showing the required experience.
Snowsport Scotland are apparently discussing their TD issue and could have as many as five potential TD
candidates to put forward.
Tristan Cole was unable to undertake practical examination (for FIS TD) due to race cancelled competition
and will have to wait until next season.
Shell Quaile has fulfilled her requirements as a FIS Aspirant and is expected to sit the written exam in
November.

November Update Seminar and TD Forum
A reminder to all that the November meeting this year will take place in Brussels. The venue is the Van der
Valk Hotel at Brussels Airport and full details are expected to be published and emailed out in the next few
days.

--end--

Appendix 2

Alpine Officials Report for the meeting of the Alpine Committee to be held
on Sunday 28th July
1. The Summer Race Season 2019
From an Officials point of view, most (but not all races) have run with all major and all necessary roles covered. There has
been a good mix of experienced and new officials. Some individuals, and some clubs have been incredible in their
willingness to help and, especially of note, to help outside of their home slope. However, I do have significant concerns
where:
a) Clubs mentioned as potential race organisers do nothing to help run races
b) Clubs are given the right to run races and then fail to provide officials – especially worrying if the officials missing were
part of the original bid
There is also a need for a more general understanding of the officials needed for a race to function. (see 4&5)
QUESTION: Should we insist that, once accepted, a club/organisation must substitute correctly accredited officials should
their original team be unavailable. Even if this incurs cost?

2. Training Courses 2019
There is quite some interest in a Level 3 Alpine Officials Course. There continues to be spasmodic interest in a Chief of
Calcs course – though this is often external and would, therefore, raise funding issues.
2a. Simplification
I would like to propose that the L3 course be split into two, one-day modules. I know some TDs believe the collegiality
element of the evening is of value, but I suspect this is off-set by the higher logistical costs. A split course would allow
training for:
Start Ref
Finish Ref
Chief of Gates
Referee
to be covered on the first day with the
Jury
CoR
covered on the second day (or something similar).
QUESTION: Can I continue to edit the L3 course?
QUESTION: Having consulted and involved all TDs likely to be part of delivering the course, can we insist they use the
new, edited course?
QUESTION: Can we divide the course into two, one-day courses, both to be completed to progress?
2b SSS integration
Despite phone calls, setting up a basecamp group and many emails this project, grand in design, is yet to get off the
ground. However, just before heading to the slope last night, I took a very positive call from SSS. They have been busy
with a new website (sound familiar?) but are keen to move forward.
QUESTION: Can we focus on Alpine first?
QUESTION: Should there be a next time, will SSE cover my train fare to Edinburgh?

3. Alpine Officials, Registration, GDPR and SSE
This is six months away from being a significant pain in the neck for three years running. If SSE would grant me one wish
it would be to integrate the registration as an Official with the Officials’ Log and, ideally, the L1 on-line course. This would
also allow alignment with:
i) The Course -setters list - as a rule, if you need officials you probably also need course-setters
ii) The coaches list - MK Snozone were fairly insistent that those on the slope had the right to be there. If we could align
with the coaches’ database, this would deal with the issue. It would also cover races which wanted to recruit the referee
from amongst the coaches.
QUESTION: Can we ask SSE to put some focus and some money into streamlining this?

4. Minimum requirements for an effective, safe race
I wrote, responding to Simon Levene’s email to Tim, answering a series of questions about the requirement for officials at
races. Here is the distilled version of that.
Leaving aside automatic race system, the minimum requirement to run a race is a starter and Chief of Calcs/Timing.
So who do we add? I would suggest that, before the race we need a Chief of Race and a Race Secretary. If we are being
“official” we need a TD and Referee - though, of course, our referees are not independent in the way envisaged in ICR.
One the day we need a Start Ref and a Finish Ref. We then need to ensure racers ski the correct passage, so we need a
Chief of Gates. On a small hill, if we don’t want to worry with paperwork, the CoG, Ref and CoR, especially if helped by the
TD, could probably cover the course. If not, the CoGs recruits Gate Judges. The Start Ref will almost certainly appreciate
a start marshal, the finish ref, and safety, will almost certainly welcome a finish marshal, so:
TD
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Chief of Race
Race Secretary
Chief of Calcs/Timing
Start Ref
Finish Ref
Chief of Gates
Starter

And, unless it is a speed-ski event, we need a couple of course setters (8&9)
10. SSE will require Safeguarding – though this could combine with, say Race Secretary
11. Spectators appreciate a commentator
I would suggest clubs bidding for CN should provide numbers 1~11 as part of the bid
Add
Start Marshal
Finish Marshal
Gate Judges – being gate judge is equally stressful to some of the higher roles, but does provide an good insight into how
the race operates.
Back-up timing. We can decide we don’t need it – if we are happy to allow more re-runs. If we have back-up timers they
cannot really double with another role except, perhaps, course setter (this strikes me as unlikely to happen!)

5. Suggested changes for 2020
Parts of the following section has appeared in previous reports!
As signalled above, I think that we as a committee should:
1. Appoint, for GBR/Championships, at the approved level of Accreditation:

Race Secretary

Chief of Race

Chief of Calcs
2. Require anyone bidding for Club Nationals to provide the names of the club officials at the approved level of
Accreditation, who will act as:




Race Secretary
Chief of Race
Chief of Calcs

If a club lacks any of these, they should explain how the race will run. There seem to be three options:
a) Borrow officials, and potentially co-badge
b) Hand the job of providing a hill team back to SSE/Alpine Committee – I would assume some profit would return
with this option
c) Give AC the right to offer exemptions
In the event of competition for CN I would suggest the club with the most fully formed hill team (i.e., have filled jobs 4~11
listed in the previous section or, at least, be known to be in a position to do so), also likely to be the club with a record of
volunteering on the circuit, should take precedence.
We should make clear that the roles must remain filled and any swap must be swapped with an equally accredited official.

Minimum requirements
“We have lots of volunteers” doesn’t cut it. We should expect a minimum team on the day and, potentially, in advance

Role

Status

Can cover

Chief of Race

At bid

No

Race Secretary

At bid

Safeguarding

Chief of Calcs

At bid

No

Start Ref

In advance

No

Finish Ref

In advance

No

Referee

In advance

No

Chief Gate judge

In advance

Yes (not ideal)

Course setter(s)

In advance

Yes (but not jury)

Safeguarding

In advance

Possibly Start/Finish marshal

Appendix 3

2019 Interim Artificial Season Report

I have done an analysis of the entry numbers. It is pleasing to report that, in general, entry numbers have
been sustained across the season in almost all the events to date.
I have listed the highlighted the key points below:
Club Nationals







Average entry numbers are higher for Outdoor Club National events compared to Indoor. This has
been due to low female entry numbers at Ambition CN at Chill Factore which did not attract a high
entry. The female entry numbers are higher for outdoor CNs whereas average male entry numbers
are significantly higher in 2019 for indoor CNs.
The male entries are significantly higher for indoor CNs compared with 2018.
Average U10/U12 entries are significantly higher on indoor CN events in 2019.
The largest entries for Club Nationals were once again at Hemel CN and Midlands CN.
The lowest race entries were recorded at Silksworth, for the NESA CN, Chatham for the Bromley CN
and at Chill Factore for the Ambition CN.

GBR Events






When looking at the GBR events entry numbers are similar for Indoor and have increased for
Outdoor events. The Outdoor entry numbers show a 16% increase since 2018
U10/U12 entry numbers are similar for both indoor and outdoor GBR events
The largest entry numbers were at GBR Indoor 1 & 2, and GBR Outdoor 2 at Hillend
The lowest entry numbers were recorded at GBR Indoor 5.
BSA were active in supporting all of the events and I would like to thank them for sponsoring the
GBR series in 2019 and await a decision with regard to continuing their sponsorship of the GBR
Series in 2020

It is also clear that we continue to have strong entry levels of U10/U12 at all events and we need to
encourage this as it bodes well for future race entries if this is sustained.
It was encouraging to see a strong representation at the Inter-Regional Event at Glioucester with 13 teams
entering in 2019.
The Championship events commence in August and a final review of entry numbers will be produced in
September/October

Lloyd

Jenkins

Appendix 4
Alpine Committee July 2019 – overview of GB Snowsport calendar system (DM)
This is just a brief overview of the existing system to give you an idea of what it does. Currently all calendar application for
snow races are managed through this system, which helps to manage things like visibility on proposed dates, availability
and assignment of TDs, checking that pre-requisites (officials, documents) are in place before application can be
approved, etc.
I am registered with the calendar system already, both as a race organiser and as a TD, so I can see a bit more than most
people when I sign in. Here is the home screen I get:

Here you can see the two competitions I have submitted so far, which is what a race organiser would see. I can also
access other competitions requiring actions, and some TD stuff. If we open one of my competitions, we can see the details
that are currently set up:

Clearly there is a lot of detail here because we already know a lot about this competition, but calendar applications can be
done in ‘stages’, allowing ROCs to submit a outline application first with just the bare details (venue, dates) and then a
more detailed application later.
As well as the races, you can also add the key personnel, and documents such as insurance:

You can also see a full listing of each season’s calendar applications, including the stage each one has reached:

Appendix 5
SSE Alpine Squad Report June 2019 – James Knock
Review of 2018 – 2018/19 selection criteria was the first in recent years that did not require
compulsory attendance at any squad days and thereby no charge to be a member of the Alpine
Squad. This allowed us to select & name the best athletes to the squad without any of the previous
controversies. 2018/19 also saw a revamp of the services offered by the Squad, to focus on trying to
help athletes improve, rather than just testing their abilities intermittently through the summer. It was
decided that a strength and conditioning programme would be a good first step.
27 athletes subscribed to the S&C programme. Of those 27, 13 attended the ACE assessments that
bookended the programme and all of them made drastic improvements to their fitness testing scores.
These improvements represented a far larger improvement than seen in previous years of data
collection. It is understood that many confounding variables could have affected the changes in
performance this year, not least the voluntary subscription to the program, but what this does tell us is
that with minimal guidance we are able to help young performers increase their physical abilities
through delivery of a remotely accessed S&C programme supplemented with monthly check ins.
Despite the apparent success of the S&C programme, it must be remembered that in 2018/19 there
was a total of 110 athletes who met the published criteria. There was a distinct lack of the highest
performing skiers engaged, and not one FIS athlete. Feedback from some of these athletes and their
coaches was that while the S&C programme could have been useful, they did not wish to engage with
the Squad as the achievement felt undermined by the selection criteria being so inclusive, particularly
with younger performers.
19/20 Selection criteria changes – Following the above feedback, the difficulty of criteria for all ages
was increased & we have ceased selecting U14s. The 2005 YOBs will be the last group of CH
athletes named to the Squad as we re-orientate the focus of the Alpine Squad to FIS athletes.
Overview of 19/20 selections – 81 athletes selected to 19/20 Alpine Squad. 54 through achieving
criteria, 27 on a grace year. All athletes have been notified and press release has been published.
There was one complaint regarding the implementation of the 19/20 criteria, with us being criticised
for the criteria being difficult to find, and the athlete/parent was therefore unaware that the difficulty
had been increased. The new website layout has hopefully resolved this.
Thoughts to be explored with the 20/21 criteria include;
- Continued increase in difficulty of criteria to reduce overall size of squad. This will primarily
reduce number of CH selected, but also then match the level of FIS athletes better.
Currently most FIS far surpass the criteria.
- Inclusion of SNRs in selection? Currently stop at U21
- Selection based on single discipline results.
- Conversion to 2020 FIS points
- Injury status vs Grace period
Next moves for the squad – Website profiles for this year’s athletes are currently being uploaded by
office staff. This is seeming to be an improved process than previous years, having collected photos
and profile information through Jotform.
Ian Findlay has recently been working on providing athletes, parents and coaches with an online
platform where resources to help their performance can be accessed through parentsinsport.co.uk.
Ian is also currently in discussions with further and higher education providers regarding the provision
of a Diploma in Sporting Excellence & how between ourselves and the institutions we might be able to
better support athletes balance their education and sport without needing to choose one or the other.
James has begun to form a group small working group of coaches that represent SSE athletes in
hope of alleviating many of the frustrations often felt in regard to GBS International Race Selections. It
is hoped both by James and the other coaches within this group that this more collaborative approach
might help implement the changes many coaches would like to see. James has hopes of developing
this small working group further, so that there is a clear communication network between coaches
from the top to the bottom of our performance pathway which will help aid the development of our
athletes.

Appendix 6
Report from Ambassadors’ Programme (GC)
Below is a brief summary in relation to the Dryslope Ambassadors

 All athletes who were offered the position of Ambassadors this year took up the offer.
 It should be noted, since one athlete has hardly raced & another stays on the CN circuit only. (I will
review & discuss with the committee to see if we should adopt a firmer approach in terms of
expectation of the athletes during the race season)
 New race tops & hoodies were distributed this year, which was a response to comments received in
previous years from athletes. Both were received with much thanks.
 Unfortunately this year’s training day in August has been cancelled, both dates provided only had a
max of 10 athletes available to attend, even extending this to next year’s future U16 athletes the
numbers were not sufficient to make the event financially viable. This is an ongoing challenge fitting
the day into the race season only allows August at which point athletes are away with families &
frankly want a break!, & also arranging their holidays around the British & All England, also there
are more on snow & attending summer camps - Proposal next year to firm up the date within the
invitation letter issued March / April
 Athletes have performed well both on & off the slope
 Ambassador pics have been uploaded to the new look SSE website
 Since the end of the exam period a number of race reports have been provided by the athletes & also
uploaded (will keep this going through to the Irish!)
Feedback from Athletes
Generally all good, albeit a few have raised concerns over the quality of Gloucester slope currently, which
having been COR this month I would concur, It is understood Cameron has a plan in place, however it would
be advisable to keep an eye on the progress as further deterioration would not be helpful if we are looking to
hold GBR races there next season

